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Exclusive to the Collectorâ€™s Edition: a hardcover reproduction of Cassandraâ€™s book from the

game and an additional 16 pages with a behind-the-scenes section and an artwork gallery.A

dedicated "Side Quests" chapter presents all side missions, random encounters and all additional

optional activities with a checklist to reach 100% completion.The "Walkthrough" features annotated

area maps with step-by-step action on the left-hand page and expanded strategies and advanced

tactics on the right.The "Strategy & Analysis" chapter focuses on high-level playing strategies and

in-depth analysis of the gameâ€™s underlying mechanics.All-encompassing "Inventory" chapter

features exhaustive lists and tables covering: weapons, armor, accessories, special items, shops,

runes, crafting, consumables and gifts.All-encompassing "Bestiary" chapter presents all details on:

enemy ranks, locations, attributes, resistances, loot drops and more.A feature-packed "Extras"

chapter covers every Achievement, every Trophy, every Secret and also presents a Dragon Age

encyclopedia and a story recap.
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Hmm what to say.Well it was informative and has details on all quests or the important parts but it

could have been done in a better format, on some quest it was very detailed while on others it was

basically an outline, with barely enough info to do the stupid quest. Also I have found items not

really mentioned in the guide book. like in tranquility when you kill the commander of the bad guys

he has a letter on his body that if you don't collect while in the quest spawned map other wise it

disappears forever, now honestly it as far as I know doesn't have anything to do with any quests but



it does have info on what lead to the encounter and gives insight into one of the possible main bad

guys the knight-commander if I remember rightly, so you don't really need it but if you like to get all

the loot and don't feel right if you don't then that would have been nice to know. Also it didn't include

trap/locked boxes level requirements which would also be nice like in act one trap/locked box

difficulties range from10-30 so that would help reduce damage and backtracking.But it is a good

product overall to help with quest you had problems with and other various and sundry questions

you may have asked so buying isn't a total loss.

LOVE this guide. It's so handy. I have put several hundred hours into Dragon Age Inquisition and

wanted to go back and play the other games in the series. This guide had been a tremendous help

in figuring out DA2, especially since it was drastically different from what I was used to. Briefly

flipping through you can already tell the layout and the content is absolutely gorgeous. There are

easy to follow quest maps and helpful tips to get the best experience out of your game. I'm in love

with this guide, honestly. It's a must have for people looking to get the most out of a gaming

experience.

very helpful

At first, I thought my eyes were going bad. Then I compared this Guide with other Strategy Guides I

have for other games. This Guide uses the smallest font I have ever seen, which makes it hard to

read.The other bad thing about this Guide is the poor presentation of Maps. Either show the Maps

on a Quest by Quest basis, OR each map with all the quests, plot points and loot labelled in it. This

Guide describes Quests in a separate chapter, and shows maps in a separate chapter. Both should

go together.The only good thing about this Guide is the Flowchart of Quests for each of the game's

three Acts. If it was not for the small fonts and poor presentation of maps, I would have rated this

Guide higher.Save your money and don't buy this Guide. The free online webguides do a better job!

Dragon Age II is a good game. There are a lot of little things that can be missed in this game and

the game guide is really good at covering stuff.

Prima, as always, does a good job in writing guides. Like the other Dragon Age guides, this one

works very well to let you know the little tidbits of the game that you may otherwise miss.



Extremely helpful and made the game even better.

I love the design of the book as it looks fabulous, other than that I'm afraid I was kind of

disappointed.I am a trophy hog, and since getting a platinum trophy for Dragon Age Origins, I

wanted to get a platinum on this game too, so I figured the guide would be an easy way to get it...I'm

currently still using it, as I am 4 trophies away from my platinum, but it is so frustrating to use as I

keep having to flip back and forth through about 4 sections to make sure I don't miss anything that I

can't go back and complete later.It also doesn't help that the section that tells you what materials

you need to collect for the supplier trophy is incorrect. It tells you certain ingredients are in certain

areas when they are either somewhere else, or just not in that act at all. I have ended up having to

use the internet to look it up while playing, which kind of defeats the whole point of my buying this in

the first place.If you are a trophy hog like myself, this is a very VERY confusing and frustrating guide

as to how to get some of the very specific ones. I am glad I bought it as I am a HUGE fan of the

series, but other than that, I would avoid it!
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